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Kingusto is a versatile umami rich food ingredient that is used in a 

broad range of products. It can reduce sugar and salt, and enhance 

the overall flavour of your product. Replacement of MSG and yeast 

extracts is another possibility.  
 

Mix Kingusto into your product, together with other seasonings, 

flavours, herbs or spices, before a potential heat treatment. This way 

the flavours have the optimal chance to get incorporated throughout 

the product and an optimal effect of Kingusto is achieved!  
 

Examples 

Canned tuna 
Tuna is a versatile fish. It is used in very different ways, cooked, 

baked and steamed, but also raw it is eaten a lot. Canning tuna is a 

common technique to preserve tuna. The tuna is often frozen at sea 

and steamed after arriving at the canning factory. After deboning, 

the tuna is put into cans with salt. Water, a brine or oil is added, 

before it gets sterilized. The salt gives extra flavour to the tuna. In 

this example recipe for canned tuna the salt is reduced and replaced 

by Kingusto. 0.2% is enough to make 25% salt reduction possible. 

Kingusto gives a deep, round flavour to the tuna, compensating for 

the salt that is taken out, compared to the reference recipe.  
 

Table 1. Ingredients canned tuna 

Ingredients Reference (g) 25% salt reduction (g) 

Tuna, steamed* 76.42 76.42 

Water 22.66 22.71 

Salt 0.92 0.67 

Kingusto   - 0.20 

Total salt 1.00 0.75 

Total 100.0 100.0 

* The salt content of the tuna is 0.1% 

 

Preparation method: Put the steamed tuna in (sterile) cans or glass jars and add the other ingredients. Close the 

cans or glass jars and sterilize the product. Evaluate the product after 4 days, to make sure the flavours are fully 

incorporated through the whole product. 
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Salmon burger 
Another fish that is used in a wide variety of dishes all over the 

world is salmon. This fatty fish has a lot of flavour. For this 

recipe the salmon is used to make a fish patty. The reference 

recipe contains 0.8 g/100 g salt and it is possible to make a salt 

reduced version with 0.6 g/100 g salt. For this 25% salt 

reduction only 0.2% Kingusto is needed. The flavour that 

Kingusto gives, matches very well with the flavour of fish and 

compensates for the salt reduction. 
 

Table 2. Example recipe salmon burger 

Ingredients Reference (g)  

Salmon 80.0 80.0 

Bamboo fiber 1.50 1.50 

Potato starch 2.00 2.00 

Flour 2.50 2.50 

Pea isolate 2.00 2.00 

Sunflower oil 2.00 2.00 

Vinegar 4% 1.50 1.50 

Dill 0.20 0.20 

Salt 0.64 0.44 

Kingusto - 0.20 

Total salt 0.8 0.6 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

Preparation method: Put all ingredients in a kitchen machine and blend well. Do not cutter the salmon too fine, 

but make sure all ingredients a mixed well. Form the mixture into a burger and refrigerate overnight. Bake the 

burger in a pan at medium heat for 10-12 minutes, flipping the burger regularly, before evaluation. 
 

 

 

Fish stew 
This fish stew is a creamy stew with lots of flavour. The combination of fish, 

vegetables and cream is rich and full. The salmon, codfish and shrimps combine 

very well with all flavours present, including Kingusto, when this is added to the 

reference recipe. The addition of 0.2% Kingusto already complements and 

increases the rich and savoury flavour of the dish, however the addition of 0.5% 

increases this effect distinctively, without adding a mushroom flavour. This recipe 

again proves that Kingusto is a powerful taste enhancer, which combines 

perfectly with the flavour of fish. 
 

Preparation method: Make a roux with the butter and flour. Add the cream and the fish stock. Bring to a boil 

and add the tomato puree, leek and carrot. Let simmer for 5 minutes, add the remaining ingredients and let 

simmer for another 5 to 10 minutes. The fish stew could be evaluated immediately, however it is best to let the 

mixture cool down and evaluate it after 1 or 2 days, so the flavours can get fully incorporated.  
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Table 3. Example recipe fish stew 

Ingredients Reference (g) Reference + Kingusto (g) 

Fish stock* 31.5 31.5 

Cream* 18.0 18.0 

Salmon* 5.00 5.00 

Codfish* 9.00 9.00 

Shrimps* 8.50 8.50 

Parsley, dry 0.05 0.05 

Dill, dry 0.05 0.05 

Black pepper 0.02 0.02 

Leek 13.1 13.1 

Carrot 7.50 7.50 

Lemon juice 2.00 2.00 

Tomato puree 1.80 1.80 

Butter 1.14 1.14 

Flour 1.40 1.40 

Salt* 0.44 0.44 

Water 0.50 - 

Kingusto - 0.50 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 
 

Breaded fish burger 
For this recipe the white fish Alaska Pollack was used. This fish does not 

have a very distinctive flavour. The flavour is therefore quite neutral. 

Potato flakes are also a big part of the recipe. The flavour mainly comes 

from the salt, the coating and the fat in which the breaded burgers were 

baked. The addition of Kingusto clearly adds extra flavour. The burger 

gets a deeper, savoury flavour, which is more pleasant. This helps to 

reduce the salt content with 50%, which is substantial.  
 

Table 4. Example recipe breaded fish burger 

Ingredient Reference (g) 50% salt reduction (g) 

Alaska Pollack, minced 59.6 59.9 

Potato flakes 3.24 3.24 

Modified starch 0.65 0.65 

Faba bean gel 0.26 0.26 

Citrus fiber 0.32 0.32 

Predust 2.0 2.0 

Batter 22.7 22.7 

Breadcrumbs 10.0 10.0 

Salt* 1.20 0.60 

Kingusto* - 0.30 

Total 100.0 100.0 

* The reference fish mixture contains 1.5% salt. The reduced fish mixture contains 0.75% salt and 0.33% Kingusto.  

   The reference batter contains 1.0% salt. The reduced batter contains 0.5% salt and 0.40% Kingusto.  

 

Preparation method: Mix all ingredients except the predust, batter and breadcrumbs by hand and form the 

mixture into burgers. Coat the burgers first with predust, run them through the batter and finally coat them with 

the breadcrumbs. Pre-fry the burgers at 180°C until golden brown. For final preparation, the burgers can be fried 

or baked in a pan of oven. 
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Technical support 
These examples are shown to give you an idea of the effect of Kingusto in some fish applications. Of course 
Kingusto also works in a lot of other applications. Other applications are available on request. 
 

For further assistance or additional information, do not hesitate to contact : 

 UK  Mr Pat McDonagh  

Mail:  pat@expresscontractdrying.com 

Phone:   07584 088463 

 NL  Application technologist Janne van Rangelrooij  

Mail:  j.vanrangelrooij@prochamp.nl 

Phone:  +31 (0)418 63777 

 

We are happy to assist you! 
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